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 Inscription and calligraphy are sacred arts which represent data, thoughts and 

mentalities of human during different periods on the artistic works and have been 
incorporated with Iranian culture, particularly with the Iranian Islamic culture in such a 

way which makes impossible separating it from the culture. This art also is observable 

in Iranian coins. Perhaps the most familiar kind of currency is coin for many humans. 
Coins in terms of the substance are more resistant materials than other materials and 

wherever are obtained, are considered a type of birth certificate. How to strike with the 

invention of coin established the strong communication area and people used from the 
unique and common criteria for evaluating their assets, profit and loss and liabilities. 

Rate of tax, taxation, oversea and inland transactions and exchanges and based on coins 

is calculated. Coin in each period and symbols, signs and inscriptions on it are symbol 
from religion, customs and rite as well as economic, cultural and social status of that 

era. Diversity and abundance of inscriptions on the coins of the Patriarch and Safavid 
era are far more and richer than inscriptions of coins in the past periods. Various 

significances such as the name of sultans, poetry, Quranic phrases, year and place of 

mint including instances have been which them were engraved with specific 
inscriptions on coins. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Among different types of important sources for recognizing the historical background of a culture, coin as a 

document remained from predecessors has been known including the most important of this kind of the 

documentary resources. This precious document makes a considerable help to being elucidated the history and 

evolution of civilization in the past. 

 Value level of research and authenticity of coin make it including the worthwhile and reliable sources for 

the historian and researcher to achieve decisive conclusion. Design, inscription, cut and state of mint at any time 

regardless of artistic aspects are the explanatory of form and how to govern in that time and period studied and 

representative of part from its cultural-history life [10,12]. 

 

 
Fig. 1: An instance from Iranian coin with inscriptions of writing in the time of dynasty's the Patriarch  

(Wikipedia website).  
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The art of inscription and calligraphy on coins:  

 Decorative handwriting or calligraphy means organized beautiful writing or writing along with creation of 

beauty and someone who his process is carried out by him/her, is called calligraphist especially when 

calligraphy is the profession's person. Sometimes, it is difficult to understand calligraphy as an art.  

 It seems that we in order to understand and enjoy the calligraphic visual experience should know that the 

calligrapher addition to writing a text has tried to create an artistic work of with aesthetic values. Therefore, 

calligraphy is different with the simple writing of themes even design of characters and even layout. 

 Calligraphy almost in all cultures is seen but in the Orient and particularly in Islamic territories and Iran is 

located on the top of the visual arts. Islamic calligraphy and more than it, Iranian calligraphy is stunning balance 

among all its fundamental components and elements.  

 This balance is between being useful and usable, on one hand and its dynamism capability of deform, on the 

other hand, the balance between format and content which with the thoroughgoing adornment and amenity can 

provide appropriate form to different meanings (Wikipedia website). Extent of usage's art of calligraphy in 

monuments and other industries is so large which was not only limited to writing and in the artistic disciplines 

was used as decoration. Calligraphy of monuments of in the inscription (to today phrase with concept of 

environmental graphics) appeared and additionally, in tore, earthenware , hardware, coins, sculpturing and 

carving, drapery, seals and woodcarving was also applied. [13] 

 Art of calligraphy has been used extensively on the Iranian coins. Inscriptions always are seen on the front 

and back of the coins that have extraordinary importance in its recognition. Numismatist inevitably should be 

aware from this knowledge of languages and inscriptions contained on coins.  

 Achaemenid coins are without inscription and their identification generally has been conducted with help of 

coins which have been minted by Achaemenid satraps and have had inscription [14,15]. On Parthian primary 

coins, their epithets and titles such as righteous, benefactor, lover of Greece, loving father, loving brother and 

autonomous are seen to the Greek language.  

 But in later periods, the name of some kings also has been inserted to Parthian script and language. From 

periods of the first Blush to the last Parthian era, sometimes abbreviated name of Shah has been inserted to 

Pahlavi script in back of his head. Script of Elimayi coins at the beginning, was Greek, but was changed to 

Aramaic script in later periods.  

 The name of Elimayi Kings has been inserted on some from these coins and it has played a fundamental 

role in identifying them. This evolution also has occurred in Kharasn coin and Aramaic script has been 

gradually replaced by the Greek script. Therefore, the evolution of the Aramaic inscription to Pahlavi script 

which once was bureaucratic common inscription in periods of Achaemenid can be examined by coins' the kings 

of Pars. 

 Script of Sasanian coins called as "Gashte Dabireh" was one from seven Iranians manuscript which Iranian 

had used for writing. This script for writing on coins, inscriptions, seals and deeds was used. This inscription has 

undergone changes during the Sasanian Empire.  

 Inscriptions of coins especially have become more legible than era of first Khosrow and epithets' kings 

frequently as "worshiper of Mazda, the gods, the king of Iran and Anieran" have been used. These epithets 

gradually have become shorter and sometimes only the name ruler has been written. In addition, the religious 

slogans or words such as "added" and "adding" which mean abundance, "victorious" and "victory" meaning 

conqueror and "right" meaning righteous on front and back coins to admire the of Shah's have been used [15]. 

 This method also continued until centuries after the collapse of Sassanid Empire so that Rulers' Tabaristan 

also have used Pahlavi inscription and terms such as "added charisma" and "eternal" with the surprise and good 

meanings along with the name of ruler. Manuscripts of Arab-Sassanian coins are occasionally Pahlavi, 

sometimes Arabic and sporadic a combination from both.  

 The Islamic slogans with Kufic such as "La ilaha illa Allah, Muhammad Rasoul Allah" and caliph's name 

are engraved gradually on coins [10]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The coin of the Islamic era along with the calligraphic ornaments in Samanids period in Samarqand  

(Wikipedia website). 
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1. Types of inscriptions on coins of the Patriarch and Safavid: 

 Mongol period because of their great and destructive attack to territory of Iran is of the special importance 

in our history of country. After these attacks was that many of the cultural, artistic and political indicators of 

history's Iran was changed to the extent which has caused historians know the Mongol period as the preface of a 

new era in the history of this country. 

 In the patriarch period, the mints had wide scope to select and write text on the coin. But different Mints in 

this era were expected which adhere to the patriarch system and its religious general policies. This scope caused 

until regent or governor of every city gives changes with his own preferences on their coins. For example, in 

Amol which Shiites were in it, even in period of Togha Timor, coin was minted with name's the twelve Imams 

[14]. 

 Coin of the Patriarch in terms of the text are divided into three periods: [15]  

1. In the first period, Ilkhanids affected by the Islamic rich culture, as in previous periods from the Islamic 

phrases to mint on their own coins used. For example, Holaku khan on his coins used this sentence: " Qul Allhm 

Malik al-Molk Totti al-Molk Man Tsha’ va Tanazo' al-Molk memman Tasha’ va Taiz Man Tsha’ ..." "Say, my 

Lord, kingdom is yours, to whoever you like, forgive and from anyone who like, get and cherish everyone 

which ..." (Sura Al Omran, part from verse 26).  

 Such verses and sentences used on coins of Holaku period represent the interesting subject. Because 

Mongols lacked the religious legitimacy to rule on the Islamic territories, attempted hereby attribute their own 

achievement to the divine destiny. These coins revolved hand to hand among common people and promoted the 

Mongols' fatalism ideology. This action's Holaku may be affected by leading advisors such as Khaje Nasir Toosi 

[19,20,21]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: The coin's Holaku khan, one from kings' dynasty of the Patriarch (Wikipedia website) 

 

2. In the second period, the works of Mongolian culture more became on the coins. In this period, however a 

number of Ilkhanids have been Muslim, but own his/her name registered to the official language of the 

Mongols, i.e., the Uighur language. 

 

These Ilkhanids included:  

 Abaqa Khan, Ahmad Tekuder, Arghun Khan, Gayḵātū, Baidu and Mahmoud Ḡāzān Khan 

 This period, as mentioned, was period of the cultural return. Mongols erroneously had supposed that their 

military superiority in the world of that day, will cause the cultural superiority, Therefore, using from Uighur 

script to register the names' Ilkhanids was the first step in this way. 

 Of course in another interpretation about this subject, it can be said which Ilkhanids was trying with writing 

their own names to Uighur language until retain their own cultural and political relationship with their 

homeland, Mongolia. Anyway, this movement failed, because the last Ilkhanids didn’t follow from it.  

 The most important reason for it was the existence of the Iranian bureaucrats like Ata-Malik Juvayni, 

Khajeh Rashid al-Din Fazlullah and others in the Ilkhanids system who regardless of corps, most of affairs of 

bureaucracy took over [20,21]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: The coin's Abaqa Khan, one from kings of the Patriarch, minted in Tiflis (Wikipedia website) 
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Fig. 5: The coins' Arghun Khan, one another from kings of the Patriarch (Wikipedia website). 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: The coins' Baidu, one another from kings of the Patriarch (Wikipedia website) 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Two coins minted in period of Ḡāzān Khan, one from king's the Patriarch (Wikipedia website). 

 

 In the third period which was began since the Oljāytū time, the name and epithets of Sultan were registered 

with Persian letters. In this period on coins in proportion to religion's Ilkhanid, testimonies and name of the 

twelve Imams and caliphates adults were minted. These Ilkhanids were people like Oljāytū (Mohammad 

Khodabandeh), Abu Saeed, Arpagon, Musa and Togha Timor and … were. This period was period of the 

Iranian cultural victory. Even in This period, Ilkhanid person affected by Iranian and Islamic culture was 

separated from many his/her own Mongolian cultural symbols and indices. [19,20,21] There is a five-Dirhami 

coin minted in Amol from period's Oljāytū which on its front and back have been minted verse 29 Sura of Fatah 

and the phrase in eulogy of the Prophet (pbuh) and Holiness Ali (AS), respectively. In edge of the coin is also 

blessing being upon the Prophet and the infallible Imams with their epithets and nickname [16] 

. 

 
 

Fig. 8: Coin in the period's Abu Saeed Bahadur Khan (Wikipedia website) 
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 The Safavid period is considered from the most important historical periods' Iran; because over nine 

hundred years after the naught of the Sassanian Empire, an Iranian centralized kingdom Empire could rule 

throughout Iran of that time [8] Mint was one from the financial organization important pillars in the Safavid 

time which was governed under of supervision's Moayer al-Mamalek. Dismissal and appointment of Governors, 

carriers of gold and head of the Mint was taken over by him. 

 Coins' the Safavid Sultans were various. They paid special attention towards inscriptions on the coin. Name 

and epithets of the Safavid shahs has come as simple and or poetry on coins. Date and place of mintage as well 

as names' the twelve Imams or several people of Imams on coins of the Safavid are scrimshawed. Coins of this 

period were further from the gold, silver and copper and in the cuprous and silvery coins were used more in 

transactions. The gold coin was also available for people and usually was used in ceremonies, coronations and 

feasts [11]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: The Safavid Coin related to the first Shah Ismail. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10: The Safavid Coin related to Shah Tahmaseb (Wikipedia website). 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: The Safavid Coin related to the second Shah Ismail. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12: The Safavid Coin related to Mohammad Khodabandeh (Wikipedia website)  
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Fig. 13: The Safavid Coin related to the first Shah Abbas. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: The Safavid Coin related to Shah Safi (Wikipedia website). 

 

 
 

Fig. 15: The Safavid Coin related to the second Shah Abbas. 

 

 
 

Fig. 16: The Safavid Coin related to Shah Solomon (Wikipedia website). 

 

 
 

Fig. 17: The Safavid Coin related to the second Shah Tahmaseb. 
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Fig. 18: The Safavid Coin related to the third Shah Abbas (Wikipedia website). 

 
Table 1: Comprising inscriptions of the Patriarch and Safavid coins 

The 

Patriarch 

Coin Text Type of 

inscription 

Descriptions 

 
Holakukhan coin 

Qul Allhm Malik al-Molk Totti 
al-Molk Man Tsha’ va Tanazo' 

al-Molk memman Tasha’ va 

Taiz Man Tsha’ ..." (Sura Al 
Omran, part from verse 26) 

Kufic The Patriarch coins in terms of text are 
divided into three periods: in the first 

period, Ilkhanids influenced by the 

Islamic rich culture used from the Islamic 
phrases. 

 
Arghun Khan coin 

Registering name and epithets 
of their shahs to the official 

language of the Mongols, the 

Uighur language 

Uighur script In the second period, the works of 
Mongolian culture more became on the 

coins. 

 
Abu Saeed Bahadur 

Khan coin 

Registering testimonies and 

name of the twelve Imams as 

well as name and caliphates of 
Shahs to Persian language 

Kufic In the third period which was began since 

the Oljāytū time, the name and epithets of 

Sultan were registered with Persian 
letters. Registering testimonies also on 

coins was common. 

 

The 
Safavid 

 
Shah Ismail coin 

Name and epithets of the 
Safavid shahs as simple or 

poetry 

Inscriptions of 
manuscript and 

nastaliq 

Almost at the time of all the Safavid 
kings, writing on their coins has had the 

same. They registered name, epithets, 

date and place of mintage or names' the 
twelve Imams or several people of Imams 

on coins. 

 
The first Shah Abbas 

coin 

Names' the twelve Imams or 
several people of Imams and 

testimonies 

Inscriptions of 
manuscript and 

nastaliq 

 

Conclusion: 

 Appearance of coin and its creation after emergence of script is the greatest phenomenon of humanity. Coin 

from the time of appearance so far has been the best kind of currency. As previously noted, the coin could 

facilitate recognition of the facts and achievement of researchers to many historical realities of far and near 

bygone in civilization of human. 
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 Coins are the messenger of bygone which doubtless speak about far times. Coins are the documents and 

proofs which since the beginning of the creation, have been changed and possessed. It is possible that with 

finding a coin, the part from the history or governmental period that has been forgotten, again reminded. 

 Based on inscription and scrip of coins, information can be obtained about the ancient humans' history and 

community which is not available in books and epigraphs. Coins in recognizing type of faith and religion in 

each the historical period and economic situation of society in their own period help very considerably and the 

useful criterion for identifying scales and weights in the past periods are considered. 

 After the Arabs domination on Iran which Islamic period begins in Iran, the curlicue of coins included 

picking words with the beautiful appearance in the text and to the special shape in the margin of coins and the 

picture rarely was seen. These inscriptions on the coins of the Patriarch and Safavid periods which are related to 

history of Iran Islamic period are also seen. 

 According to these scripts of writing on coins of the Patriarch and Safavid period in Iran and comparing 

both of them together will realize that the religion of Islam and the Iranian Islamic rich culture has had a great 

impact on the formation of these scripts written on coins of these two periods, the Patriarch and Safavid periods. 

 Because most of these inscriptions are Islamic phrases such as Quranic verses, the name of twelve Imams, 

name of imams and testimonies and only difference that can be seen in these coins in terms of writing, is the 

difference in the type of script and calligraphy. 
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